Senate Ethics Committee reprimands Cranston

WASHINGTON (AP) - The Senate Ethics Committee reprimanded former assistant Democratic leader Alan Cranston Tuesday for "improper and repugnant" dealings with Charles Keating Jr., despite a two-year investigation growing out of the savings and loan scandal.

After committee members presented their report on behalf of the full Senate, Cranston took the floor to accept the action "with deep remorse in my heart." But he spent nearly an hour — in an unrepentant and contentious monologue — being guilty of many of the committee's accusations.

The Senate, in an unprecedented action, took no vote on the report that accused Cranston of "an impermissible pattern of conduct in which fund-raising and official activities were substantially linked."

In past cases, the Senate has taken a claim of a lack of a quorum vote after highly critical findings have been presented by the ethics panel.

The decision not to take that step this time marked a compromise between the view of the committee's Republicans, who favored censure, and Democrats who sought a lesser rebuke. The committee found Cranston violated no law or Senate rule.

Cranston's remarks enraged committee Vice Chairwoman Warren Rodman, R-N.H., who told colleagues the Californian's "abysmal" attempt to "arrange, repudiate and smear on this investigation."

The committee said it found "extenuating circumstances exist" in Cranston's case, noting his "great health and intention to retire."

By KATHY MASSA
News Writer

The Committee on Notre Dame's Position on the Ordination of Women discussed the issue of female ordination in the Catholic Church with Notre Dame students.

Hearings occurring in dorms, after classes, and in selected student clubs have examined the definition of "priest" and have attempted to outline the definition.

"The Church has always had the duty to scrutinize the signs of the time and interpret them in light of the Gospel," Professor John Donahue said during a forum on the issue of the ordination of females in the home of a student club.

The Church "cannot faithfully interpret the signs of God unless we keep in touch with the young," Aquin-O'Neill explained.

Theologians John Donahue, S.J., Aquin-O'Neill, and Theresa Koernke reflected on student feedback from these hear­ings, of the greater reflections on the hear­ings and then presented theologi­cal reflections on the issues addressed.

"I am impressed and generally moved by the religious sensi­tivity of the students and I am humbled by the expectation they place on priests," said Donahue, who began his com­mentary. Donahue emphasized the responses of those students who referred to a priest as a guide and teacher.

Donahue briefly reviewed the history of the role of the priest. He said that different traditions of what priests say and do is "rooted in its historical context" from 1962 to 1987. "Jesus did not leave a blueprint," Donahue said. The priest has assumed these different roles in response to changing Church needs, Donahue added. He ended his dis­cussion with the questions: "What is the limitation of priests to un­married males really sensitive to the times?" and "What role should priesthood assume in the third millenium?"

These assumptions are pow­erful "precisely because they are not questioned," Koernke said. She said the assumptions affecting the issue of female ordination are underlying to the questions: "What does it mean to worship God?" and "Who is fit to lead this wor­ship?"

She pointed out that "it was not so long ago that women were considered "untit to vote." The patriarchy of American culture today supports those "silent, unreflected assumptions which control our behavior and our thoughts," Koernke added. She said that many insights into truth are buried by patriarchal assumptions which both men and women accept.

"The competence of an indi­vidual to minister as a priest is not decreed by gender, but rather that individual's "maturity and integration into society" should determine his or her fitness for the priest­hood, Koernke said.

She pointed out that we do not worship Christ made 'male' at Christmas; we worship Christ made 'flesh.'

O'Neill spoke on the "essentials of the presence of the risen Christ and His living memory and the mission to proclaim the Good News to all."

She added that "former ages of Christianity have understood their encounter with the risen Christ in the figure of the priest, whose presence at the altar was a visible representation of the presence of Christ." O'Neill said there is a different understanding at work today in reference to the students' responses to the committee's research.

She translated the students' comments into traditional theo­logical language. "The priest is a visible symbol of an invisible reality. The priest accepts the awesome responsibility of standing in the midst of a community as a living witness to the way of Christ and to what it means to open one's heart to what is human to the utmost."

O'Neill emphasized that the person of the priest is the sacrament and that through the priest, others know God.

She stated that "the Church com­missions the priest to embody and manifest the largeness, the largeness of the risen Christ." In closing, O'Neill said the goal of The Committee on Notre Dame's Position on the Ordina­tion of Women, "is an essential place in the renewed Christian ministry for women."
Instant replay needs reviewing

I had a certain forbearance before the first drop of the puck in Tuesday night’s (Chuck) Norris-Nolan match-up between the Blackhawks and Red Wings. As the color commentator was concluding his pre-game remarks, I was dismayed to see the graphic which listed the referee, the two lineemen, and (ugly) the replay judge for the game.

It's regrettable, my premonition came to its fruition early in the first period. Already leading 1-0, Detroit was putting the pressure on Chicago’s defense. Steve Yzerman freed himself in front of the net and took a centering pass, which he edged over the sliding Hawk goalie Ed Belfour.

The goal indicator light was illuminated by its operator, but the referee, who was very evidently unsure whether the puck had crossed the line before Belfour smothered it in the crease, deferred the ruling to the replay official, who decided there was “inconsolable evidence” and disallowed the apparent goal. Utterly ridiculous.

The instant replay has been around slightly longer in the NFL, but its usefulness reached an all-time nadir in this Sunday’s games. Space doesn’t allow me to detail the numerous examples, but the worst two were a play in the Browns-Chiefs game on which QB John Elway’s entire body, save for his back foot, was over the line of scrimmage when he released the go-ahead touchdown pass (which stood), and a seemingly irrefutable interception in the Browns/Oilers thriller where stop action frames clearly showed defender Randy Hilliard had both feet in bounds and control of the ball (ruled an incomplete pass). Indeed a science of capriciousness, this instant replay.

In the first place, I’m against the replay in principle. The players make mistakes, certainly the officials aren’t above erring. But let’s leave it at that; dragging out the call-making process delays the game and makes incorrect verdicts ever so much more exempified.

Furthermore, there has been so much inconsistency plaguing every facet of the replay in its use, the integrity of the sports themselves is being tragically denigrated.

As the sentiment with officiating, two words are germane: Don Denkinger. Such mistakes add character to sports (eventually) “remove” them to remove a special inherent human quality from the games.

I’m anxiously awaiting the night I tune in for my daily dose of SportsCenter and hear Chad “Mississippi” Kiley, “Of course this interference call is perfect officiating, two words are germane: Don Denkinger. Such mistakes add character to sports (eventually) “remove” them to remove a special inherent human quality from the games.”
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Performance will present ethnic dances and music

Special to The Observer

"A Festival of African Rhythms," a performance of African music, drumming and dancing, will take place this Friday at 7 p.m. at Washington Hall on the Notre Dame campus.

Midawo Gideon Foli Alerweye, a drummer, drum teacher and dancer from Ghana, will perform with his African-American Unity Ensemble. Affiliated with the American Conservatory of Music in Chicago, the ensemble presents the traditional dance, music and drumming of ethnic groups in Benin, Burkina Faso, the Ivory Coast, Ghana, Nigeria and Togo.

Musa La Lu Mosley, a drummer and dancer-in-residence in the Jiki Ballet Company of Chicago, will perform with the Jiki Band. The performance will include percussion on a log drum, dancing, and what festival organizer Christopher Kougniazone describes as "cosmic episodes."

Kougniazone, a graduate student in government and international studies and president of the Notre Dame African Students Association, says that the festival "promises to be a unique, rich, rhythmic, harmonious and beautiful celebration of percussion."

"A Festival of African Rhythms" is sponsored by the Notre Dame African Students Association, the African Studies Program, the Patricia Roberts Harris Fellowship Program, the Department of Anthropology, the Black Cultural Arts Council, the Center for Social Concerns, the Graduate Student Union, the Office of International Student Affairs, the Office of Minority Student Affairs, the Multicultural Executive Council, the Office of Student Activities, the Student Government and the Student Union Board.

Admission is $3 for students and $5 for non-students.

SAB discusses bus trip to Chicago

By JEANNE DEVITA

The final details for the "Shop and See the Sights of Chicago" bus trip for this weekend were discussed last night at the Saint Mary's Student Activities Board (SAB) meeting.

"We really want to push this," said Meg McGowan, Vice-President of Student Activities. This Saturday, for a $5 charge, a bus will take students to Michigan Avenue or to the museums in downtown Chicago. The bus will depart from LeMans at 8:45 a.m. Saturday and will return at approximately 6:30 p.m. Tickets are available at the Dining Hall during dinner.

SAB discussed the presentation about John Fitzgerald Kennedy that Jack Gordon will give Monday, November 25 in Carroll Auditorium. "Plan to arrive early," said McGowan, "we've had him speak in the past and it's been a big hit." The presentation will begin at 7 p.m.

SAB discussed using personal decorations for decorating the tree in LeMans, December 10.

Irish Accent will perform on Tuesday, December 3 at 9 p.m. in Haggar Parlor.

SAB plans to publicize showing the movie "Jungle Fever" December 4.

A donation for $100 has also been made to the homeless shelter by SAB, according to McGowan.

McGowan also said that ideas are being considered for the spring semester, such as a Mardi Gras celebration, which she calls "a really big event."

It's About Time.
It's About Space.
Never too late...

Dirk Benford, a sophomore from Sorin, realizes that it is "never too late" to decorate the bare walls of his residence-hall room as he carefully examines posters on display at the Sorin Room in LaFortune.

Youth

continued from page 1

is a problem with health insurance. If we teach these children how to take care of themselves we may be deceasing health costs in the future," Marlowe added.

Advice on career and higher educational opportunities will be given, according to Marlowe. The children will experience what college is like through the NYSP. They will discuss reasons to pursue higher education and career options if they do not.

"We will teach them skills which they can then implement to start thinking and investigating about careers," said Marlowe.

Community leadership will be discussed teaching children to develop leadership skills to help out the community.

Finally, organization and community skills will be addressed. The instructors will discuss how self-image is communicated to others. Time management skills will also teach the youngsters how to structure their time, according to Marlowe.

Notre Dame has received a $40,000 grant to host the program and will be the first Indiana university involved. The NYSP, entering its 24th year, is sponsored by the NCAA, the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services and 175 selected colleges and universities. Funding is provided by the federal government and participating institutions. Notre Dame will be one of 25 institutions new to the program in 1992.

The 250 local children from all over South Bend and the Michiana area will be recruited by liaison coordinator Charles Martin, director of the youth program at the YMCA. The economically disadvantaged criteria is determined by the NCAA.

Student or community volunteers are welcome. Nine student project aids will be needed for the program.

Flower Delivery 7 Days
Posy & Patch
Super Savers Prices on Roses
Balloon Bouquets & Stuffing, Plants, Fresh Flowers, Plush Animals, GIFT Baskets
Clockwise Square
51400 31 North
South Bend, IN 46637
(219) 277-1291

Happy Belated 19th Birthday

Denise Paulin!!

Love,
Mom, Dad,
and Ilona

ask one of the 3 million Americans who've survived cancer, if the money spent on research is worth it.

Sophomore honored for academics at banquet

By JEANNE DEVITA
News Writer

Kelly Mann, a Saint Mary's sophomore, was honored by the Independent Colleges and Universities of Indiana, Inc. at the "Realizing the Dream" banquet October 19.

Mann, a graduate of Elkhart Memorial High School, received a plaque and attended a banquet at the Omal Indianapolis Hotel. Mann acknowledged her high school drill team instructor, Roberta Litherland at the banquet.

"I was really pleased to get it," said Mann. "I had no idea they had this kind of an award. I was glad to acknowledge Mrs. Litherland for the contribution she made to me as a person," she added.

Sponsored by the Eli Lilly Endowment of Indianapolis, the "Realizing the Dream," project allows 30 private colleges and universities in Indiana to recognize first generation college students who have demonstrated superior academic performance and leadership in campus involvement, and who have graduated from an Indiana high school.
State panel yanks medical license from suicide doctor Kevorkian

LANSING, Mich. (AP) — The Michigan Board of Medicine on Wednesday suspended the medical license of Dr. Jack Kevorkian, who has helped three women kill themselves in the last two years.

The board voted 8-0 to suspend Kevorkian’s license even though the retired pathologist, dubbed “Dr. Death,” has said repeatedly that he would help more people commit suicide even if he lost his license.

“It is clear that suicide is not a medically accepted and approved practice,” said Dr. Ananda Prasad, a board member.

One of Kevorkian’s attorneys, Michael Schwartz, said Kevorkian still could help people kill themselves. “Dr. Kevorkian can do anything that any unlicensed human being can do if asked for advice,” he said.

But another board member, Dr. Emma Jane Conklin, said if Kevorkian helps more people commit suicide, it could be interpreted as practicing medicine without a license and leave him open to criminal charges.

No one answered the telephone at Kevorkian’s Royal Oak home Wednesday.

Dr. A. Mark S. Cooper, of Portland, Ore., died by hooking her up to a suicide machine he invented. Adkins pushed a button to give herself a lethal injection.

Wanta gave herself a lethal injection using a device similar to the one Adkins used. Miller inhaled carbon monoxide through a mask.

The Oakland County prosecutor’s office is investigating the deaths, but has brought no new charges against Kevorkian.

Dr. Philip Margolis, who abstained from Wednesday’s vote, said the medical, ethical and legal issues were too complex to tackle with a summary suspension of Kevorkian’s license.

“I think, at least from my point of view, there is no immediate menace to his activities,” he said. “This is a very complex issue, which will take a lot of thought on everybody’s part, whether it be the Legislature or us or whomever.”

But Conklin said the board could not wait a year or two for a full investigation and hearing.

“I think it would behoove us to let the world know we do not consider this as an acceptable practice of medicine,” she said.

Attorney General Frank Kelley had sought the board’s action.

“Regardless of his motives, Dr. Kevorkian’s actions appear to be beyond the law,” he said.

What’s a little mud?

Even rain cannot keep football from being played on the Notre Dame campus as Pangborn sophomore John O’Lourke dives into a knee-high puddle of mud to make a catch.

African Students Association presents:

A Unique, Exotic, Exciting Night in African Songs, Dances, and Drums

Midawo Gideon Foli Alorwoyie, Chief master drummer and dancer from Ghana, West Africa, and his African-American Unity Ensemble, an Affiliated Group of the American Conservatory of Music, Chicago.

Come and Enjoy a Rhythmic, Harmonious and Beautiful Percussion
Sutherland recounts time spent in captivity

WIESBADEN, Germany (AP) — Thomas Sutherland said Wednesday that his 6 1/2 years as a Lebanese hostage taught him tolerance, patience and even to pity the captors who put him in chains.

The 60-year-old educator was kept in chains much of the time after his Beirut kidnapping on June 9, 1985, beaten on one occasion until he screamed, and at times languished in an dark, underground cell.

His two days after being freed, he said that overall, "I feel great," like "60 going on 21." I feel like I'm ready to get out of here and go charging, but when I got off of my chain finally, I found that I'm a little bit wobbly on my pins."

"I could almost say it's been worth waiting for, but it was a heck of a long wait — 2,347 days. But it's over, thank God, and we go on from here to the rest of our lives."

He spoke to reporters at the U.S. military hospital at Wiesbaden, where he received a clean bill of health from medical officials and was reunited with his wife Jean and daughter Kit. He arrived in Wiesbaden Tuesday.

Sutherland said he believed the remaining Western hostages — including Americans Terry Anderson, Joseph Cicippio and Robert Levinson — would be released in the near future.

Both Sutherland and Britton Terry Waite said after their release that their captors told them the Americans would soon be freed.

Sutherland, kidnapped while working as dean of agriculture at the American University in Beirut, said his ordeal had changed him.

"I've learned a great deal of tolerance. I've learned an enormous amount of patience. I've never spent three hours sitting on my butt against a wall just waiting for someone to do

The archdiocese says.

A three-member investigatory panel created last month by Cardinal Joseph Bernardin recommended their removal, Joy Clough, a spokeswoman for the Archdiocese of Chicago, said Tuesday.

Clough said "a handful" of priests were reassigned at the panel's request. She refused to identify them or say exactly how many were reassigned, but she confirmed the removal of two priests named in news reports.

She refused to give details of the allegations or the priests' new assignments. But the diocese earlier said such priests would not be given new parishes.

Bernardin created the panel after an uproar over the Rev. Robert Mayer, who was removed from St. Odilo Church in suburban Berwyn in July.

Church officials acknowledged last month that Mayer left after a teen-age boy accused him of making sexual advances. Later, a 14-year-old girl said Mayer had improperly touched her. Mayer entered a treatment center last summer.

It was eventually revealed that Mayer had been sued in 1982 for allegedly exposing himself to and trying to molest two altar boys. The lawsuit was settled out of court and Mayer switched parishes.

"With the heightened public concern, the archdiocese is moving to make sure its policies are up to date and make as certain as possible that young people are not at risk," Clough said. "That's why we're taking this cautious approach."

The Cook County state's attorney's office is investigating Mayer, but no charges have been filed, spokeswoman Julie Breslich said today.

In the latest cases, Clough confirmed that the Rev. James Bay of Transfiguration Church in Wauconda and the Rev. Ken Ruge of Divine Savior Church in Norridge were among those removed.

Class of 93: Interested in getting involved in the Junior Class Play? Those interested in directing, stage managing or publicity, please contact Sonia Miller X 4704. Any suggestions welcome. Acting auditions will be held at the beginning of second semester. Watch for signs.
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush's suggestion that banks cut credit-card interest rates was an offhand remark. This comment set off a stampede that rocked the stock market and raised new questions about Bush's grip on economic policymaking.

The Plastic Panic of 1991 may wind up as just a footnote in economic and political text-books, but it is devoted to shedding light on the fragility of the stock market and of the underlying economy.

Many saw it as one more illustration of the paralysis that seems to be gripping the administration on dealing with the economy.

"There's no question that people are concerned by the lack of recovery and the lack of a coordinated response to it," said David Wyss, chief financial economist for DRI-McGraw-Hill, a Lexington, Mass., consulting firm.

It wasn't as if Bush didn't already have troubles enough.

The faltering economy was eating away at his popularity and he was getting swiped at from conservatives within his own party even before he traveled to New York early last week for a $2 million Bush-Quayle 1992 fund-raising lunch.

When he left Washington, there was nothing in his speech about credit-card rates, nor had the subject yet been broached in any White House utterances on the economy.

Bush's only previous mention of credit-card interest rates, for example, came last March when he whipped out his American Express card at a Washington-area establishment and said he didn't want to force people to pay a skeptical $4th grade that he really was George Bush, the president.

And giving up on its proposal to allow low banks to expand freely was widely seen as a concession to Democrats. But it served to indicate that people are concerned by the fund that protects bank deposits.

The remarks had not been cleared by any of Bush's economic policymakers back in Washington.

Still, White House advisers thought it wasn't all that a bad idea, given that card rates had remained near 19 percent while other short-term interest rates had been declining for months.

Bush was quick to take credit the next day with the American Telephone and Telegraph announcement it was dropping rates on its Universal Card by a full percentage point.

Then things got ugly.

Sen. Richard Lugar, R-Ind., who was at the head table for the Oct. 11 luncheon in New York, quickly introduced a measure to cap credit-card rates at 14 percent for the first six months, a scheme similar to Bush's leadership on the issue.

It passed the Senate in short order. House leaders predicted it would pass their chamber too, perhaps in the following week.

The president's damage-control team was successful with the fires, but not before the Dow Jones average of 30 industrial stocks fell 120 points on Friday. After a modest 30-point rally Monday, it plunged another 41 points on Tuesday.

The prospect of imminent congressional action on credit cards was cited by many analysts as a major reason for Friday's initial slide and perhaps Thursday drop as an effect of being a presidential week.

That never occurred to me that somebody was going to invent a special weapon for nuclear war that was like a group of reporters Monday. I didn't think about it then. Maybe I should have.
Prayer chain letter 'not amusing'

Dear Editor:
One of my favorite sections in The Observer is the Classifieds. I enjoy skimming through the personals to see if I can make sense of any of the inside jokes that usually fill the paper. But when I flipped to this typically light-hearted portion of the paper on Monday, November 18, I found something that I didn’t find very amusing.

One of the entries was headed “Prayer to the Holy Spirit.” For those of you who didn’t see it, I can best describe it by labelling it a “chain prayer for church.” It provides a prayer which, in and of itself, I do not find offensive. However, it goes on to preach that “persons must pray this prayer three consecutive days and a wish will be granted. Then they must 'promise to publish this dialogue as soon as [the] favor has been granted."

I beg your pardon, but to the person who submitted the personal, and to those of you who haven’t forbid, actually followed these instructions, I have something to say. If you think that your prayers can actually be answered by this procedure, I may also suggest clicking your heels together three times and saying “Hence Focus” - it should prove about as effective!

It really disturbs me to see people bastardize something that so many others take seriously, such as prayer. I’m also sorry to see that there are some of those insidious fanatic preachers attending this university.

I hope not too many more people become taken in by such a hokey practice, and readers accept this “prayer” for exactly what it is, a foolish chain letter.

Kathleen Karis
Pasquerilla West
Nov. 18, 1991

Swarving students mar weekend

Dear Editor:
I had the pleasure of being on the Notre Dame campus this past weekend, for the second time in my life. The beauty of the campus, the clear blue sky, the warm sun reflecting off the Dome and the brass instruments of the band, the inspiration of the Grotto and Sacred Heart Church were almost electrifying.

In touring the campus, we fell into that lock-step group phenomenon of being with the same people, most of whom were wearing the orange and white of the University of Tennessee. They seemed as caught up in the spell of appreciation for Notre Dame that is evoked in so many who visit here.

(On my way back from the Grotto after having read, for the second time, Dr. Tom Dooley’s letter to Fr. Hesburgh, our group was, I guess brought back to the real world, by a verbal assault of non-stop sexual obscenities, (I am no choir boy), I winced. The people dressed in orange wonced.

The source of this sadness was a second story dormitory window whose shirt was decorated with a near complete aluminum pyramid. The young men were no doubt celebrating the passage of an exam, the completion of a term paper, the release from academic pressures etc, etc, and who knows, the next Tom Dooley may have been right in that room. But what I would like to recommend to those young men is that next time, before you pass through the Drive Thru, you pass through the Grotto and read the last part of Dr. Dooley’s letter and maybe reflect a bit about the basic responsibilities a student has to the dedicated teachers past and present who perpetuate this most respected University.

You did your alma mater a disservice last Saturday and you should know it went a lot further than the sidewalk below.

Michael A. Flynn, M.D.
Akron, Ohio
Nov. 11, 1991

"Until we lose ourselves there is no hope of finding ourselves."

Henry Miller

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
COTH department defends movies series

Dear Editor:
The Department of Communication and Theatre sponsors the "Cinema at the Snite" Film Series, which screens over 150 films each academic year. The majority of films screened are taught in our Communication classes, but, in fact, anyone is welcome to take advantage on what we consider to be a significant cultural resource on campus.

Any COTH student who suspects a required screening will be upsetting, offensive, or blasphemous can choose an alternative assignment. Students not enrolled in COTH courses are never required to see any of our films, and I would recommend to those who suspect a film might be distasteful not to see it.

Each year it seems that one of our films generates a little controversy, and of 12 films, 66.7 percent of the total contribution to the university and not on any secular film.

The Department also wishes to thank the Snite and its director, Dean Porter, for its support over the years. The Snite is a gem in all ways, and we are proud that our film series has become part of its lure.

Mark C. Wilkinson
Professor & Chair
Department of Communication
and Theatre
Nov. 15, 1991

DOONESBURY

The Observer is the independent newspaper published by the students of the University of Notre Dame, and St. Mary’s College. It does not necessarily reflect the policies of the administration of either institution. The news is reported as accurately and objectively as possible. Unsigned editorials represent the opinion of the majority of the Editor-in-Chief. Managing Editor, News Editor, Viewpoint Editor, Accused Editor, Photo Editor, Sports Editor, and Saint Mary’s Editor. Commentary letters and Inside Column present the views of the authors. Column space is available to all members of the community and the free expression of varying opinions on campus through letters, is encouraged.
Dear Editor:

As we approach the close of another exciting and fun-filled football season, I feel that it is timely to express some thoughts and offer up some suggestions which concern the importance and role Notre Dame Victory March.

Firstly, I believe that nearly everybody already knows, the "Victory March" is played by the Notre Dame Band and sung by the Notre Dame fans after each touchdown and also at numer- ous other times before, during, and after each game and various other events. While I am not complaining about the frequency that this wonderful song is sung and played, I would like to express my greetings to a few suggestions which I feel are vitally important to hear.

The tragedy here is that many are being deceived into working and study to get marks good enough to graduate and get a job. This is a cry from the heart of a student who has been experiencing the situation to my parents. The following is an example of the song's power.

Example - In the first line of the song, wouldn't it be more inclusive if we sang "Rally onees of Notre Dame?" Also, in the seventh line of the chorus, why not change it to "While her team is marching on, How many of the female students at Notre Dame would actually be considered a Domer in the true sense of the word? We will fight in ev'ry game..."

I mean to take away from the tradition and history of the "Victory March" of Notre Dame. While I am aware that Notre Dame was an all-male school for the years, and while this song the song that most people associate Notre Dame with, we, as educational students and body and facility, must now catch up with the times and realize that the female members of the student body vary very right to be considered a Domer and in the same context, and included part of the Fighting Irish and the "Victory March". I know that after singing the "Victory March" practically three-hundred and four times and always having to label myself as a "son", I know well full that I am not a "son", I would like to just consider the entire Notre Dame student body as a unified whole, a "company".

The following is an example of the revised version of the Notre Dame Fight Song, I am very much up with the times so that we, as a student body, can actually say all the "sons" in the song to "onees".

Dear Editor:

"Rally onees of Notre Dame..."

Dear Editor:

"Sing her glory and sound her fame..."

Dear Editor:

"Chorus: Cheer, cheer for old Notre Dame..."

Dear Editor:

"Send a volley cheer on high..."

Dear Editor:

"What though the odds be great, Old Notre Dame will win over all..."

"And will cheer her ever onward to victory..."

ND students seek good grades instead of truth

Dear Editor:

For the past 15 years I have frequently attended prayer meetings and bible studies on campus. It is a rewarding experience and prayer has usually been for the people in and around our Christian lives and knowledge of Jesus Christ. I believe God has been answering that prayer.

However, the percentage of students dedicating their lives to Jesus is small. This is a mystery in light of the principle purpose of Notre Dame. At an Alummi mass I heard what I believe is the most important statement I have ever heard in my entire life. "Notre Dame is a place to come learn Christianity. And our mission is to spread it wherever we go in this world." Many students are studying for the wrong reasons. The scriptures do say a Christian in to study to learn. But it says to study to know God and how to "correctly han- dle the word of truth." Just to study to know God and how to "correctly han- dle the word of truth." Just to study to know God and how to "correctly han- dle the word of truth." Just to study to know God and how to "correctly han- dle the word of truth." Just to study to know God and how to "correctly han- dle the word of truth."}

Dear Editor:

While I am aware that Notre Dame was an all-male school for the years, and while this song the song that most people associate Notre Dame with, we, as educational students and body and facility, must now catch up with the times and realize that the female members of the student body vary very right to be considered a Domer and in the same context, and included part of the Fighting Irish and the "Victory March". I know that after singing the "Victory March" practically three-hundred and four times and always having to label myself as a "son", I know well full that I am not a "son", I would like to just consider the entire Notre Dame student body as a unified whole, a "company".

The following is an example of the revised version of the Notre Dame Fight Song, I am very much up with the times so that we, as a student body, can actually say all the "sons" in the song to "onees".

Dear Editor:

"Rally onees of Notre Dame..."

Dear Editor:

"Sing her glory and sound her fame..."

Dear Editor:

"Chorus: Cheer, cheer for old Notre Dame..."

Dear Editor:

"Send a volley cheer on high..."

Dear Editor:

"What though the odds be great, Old Notre Dame will win over all..."

"And will cheer her ever onward to victory..."
Stepping stone

Dismas House provides opportunity for ex-prisoners to readjust to life

By SHANNON SCHWARZ
Accent Writer

' shakespearean odyssey' entertains with wit

By SHANNON SCHWARZ
Accent Writer

Jonathan Frid is coming to Saint Mary's College with a dark past behind him. Many remember him as the villain turned hero vampire, Barnabas Collins on daytime television's unique gothic soap opera "Dark Shadows.

But the actor is coming with a "Shakespearean Odyssey" at 8 p.m. on November 23 in the Little Theatre at Saint Mary's College. He will be drawing on his years of experience with various regional theaters in order to entertain his audience in a true Shakespearean style.

The actor structures his program around three of the author's most celebrated masterpieces, "King Richard II," "The Tempest" and "King Richard III."

While the reigns of the two Richards underscore the tragedy of both fool and friend, Frid also presents the drunken comicality of the trio Stephano, Trinculo and Caliban of "The Tempest."

Frid also includes excerpts from other comedies, such as "A Midsummer Night's Dream," "Much Ado About Nothing" and "As You Like It."

"He imbues the show with a wonderful balance of dramatic intensity, elegant lyricism and that unique Elizabethan wit.

"For devotees of Shakespeare the play is a glorious tribute. For those new to the bard it is an auspicious and entertaining introduction," stated a representative of Clunes Associates, Frid's production company.

Frid has been touring the United States with a series of one-man shows for the past four years. "Shakespearean Odyssey," the third in his series, invites the audience to participate in what the actor refers to as "the theatre of the mind."

Frid refused to comment further on this description, saying, "It must be experienced."

Before "Dark Shadows," Frid was primarily a stage actor. He worked in a number of America's most celebrated regional theaters, including the Williamstown Theatre Festival, the Old Globe Theatre in San Diego and the American Shakespeare Festival under the direction of John Houseman. He also worked at conferences, theaters, schools, libraries, corporate ad campaign functions and even on a cruise ship.

In 1989, Mr. Frid added two new programs to his repertoire, "Jonathan Frid's Fools and Friends," the first in the series, has had great success in the United States, but also at conferences, theaters, schools, libraries, corporate ad campaign functions and even on a cruise ship.
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Sophomore running back given permission to transfer

Robert Smith, a sophomore running back at Ohio State, may leave the school for USC but not until the letter arrives. "Robert is the kind of young man I don't think enjoys having his thoughts discussed by other people," Jones said. Robert Smith could not be reached for comment yesterday.

Under NCAA transfer rules, he would become eligible to play for the Trojans in 1993. Smith would have two years of football eligibility remaining.

Jones said he did not try to discourage Smith from transferring to USC.

Smith's 1,126 rushing yards broke Archie Griffin's freshman rushing record at OSU last season.
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Under NCAA transfer rules, he would become eligible to play for the Trojans in 1993. Smith would have two years of football eligibility remaining.

Jones said he did not try to discourage Smith from transferring to USC.

Smith's 1,126 rushing yards broke Archie Griffin's freshman rushing record at OSU last season.
CB-Jim Pasinault, sr.  
R.Ball Dave Ludwig, sr.  
RB Matt Seng, jr.  
WR Peter Cost, sr.  
WR Justin Moran, sr.  
TE Kevin Casey, sr.  
T Tom Fleming, jr.  
B Brian Kelly, so.  
G Joe Mielke, sr.  
G Bill Mohrby, so.  
C John Langfelen, jr.  
PK Matt Davis, jr.

SECOND TEAM

QB Chris Hammond, fr.  
RB Dave Ludwig, sr.  
RB Wilie Alvarado, fr.  
RB John Chilk, jr.  
T Brian Kelly, so.  
M Ticking Goodman, so.  
C Jim Mamone, so.  
G Curtis Plza, fr.  
C Rich Riley, jr.  
PK Skip Eicher, jfr.

TRANSACTIONS

American League


BOSTON—Purchased the contract of Jimmy Tatro, pitcher, from Pawtucket of the Class AAA International League.


NEW YORK (AMERICAN)—Agreed to terms with Bobby Watson, pitcher.

WASHINGTON—Reassigned Tony Furlong, catcher, from the Syracuse (N.Y.) of the Class AAA International League.

TULSA—Purchased the contract of Orestes Nunez, catcher, from the Pensacola (Fla.) of the Class AAA Southern League.

WASHINGTON—Reassigned Brian Gonzalez, pitcher, from the Syracuse (N.Y.) of the Class AAA International League.

Baltimore—Reassigned Orestes Nunez, catcher, from the Pensacola (Fla.) of the Class AAA Southern League.

BOSTON—Agreed to terms with Brian Ellis, pitcher.

LAA—Agreed to terms with Don Doerr, pitcher, from the Salt Lake City (Utah) of the Class AAA Pacific Coast League.

NEW YORK (ALERICAN)—Agreed to terms with Greg Ketchum, pitcher, from the Pawtucket (R.I.) of the Class AAA International League.

OAKLAND—Agreed to terms with Juan Guzman, catcher.

OAKLAND—Signed Frank Pastore, pitcher, to a minor-league contract.

OAKLAND—Announced the resignation of Bob Beane, general manager.
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Joyce ACC racquetball courts 2A & 2B
Sponsored by RecSports
No advance registration necessary

Friday, November 22
7pm - 11pm
Joyce ACC racquetball courts 2A & 2B
Bring a four person team or come and meet new friends
No advance registration necessary
Play as many games as you wish
Sponsored by RecSports

Drop-in Night for WALLYBALL
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New Jersey bedevils Caps’ winning streak

IT WENT AWAY.
YOU MISSED IT
SO NOW IT’S BACK!

AT ALUMNI-SENIOR CLUB

FRIDAY LUNCH

12pm - 2pm
EVERY FRIDAY FOR THE REST OF THE YEAR

DON’T MISS THE FUN!

BEVERAGE AND FOOD SPECIALS

Digger
continued from page 16
ages,” said Phelps. “These kids are pros are in college.”

The third point of the plan would set up an investigation of each school’s athletic department, by an independent firm.

These investigations would coincide with the normal investigations that take place when an institution renews its accreditation. Under Phelps’ plan, a university then could lose its accreditation because of a corrupt athletic department.

Overall, Phelps message was one of getting involved and giving. He has tried to get involved with as many things as he can, and his retirement has allowed him to do so.

“You can make an impact,” said an exuberant Phelps.

Blues 5, Maple Leafs 2
ST. LOUIS — Brett Hull ended a season-long frustration against goaltender Grant Fuhr with two goals and two assists and Jeff Brown also scored twice as the St. Louis Blues defeated the struggling Toronto Maple Leafs 5-2.

Before Hull’s goal in the first period, Fuhr had stopped him 18 straight times in four games, including 11 shots in one game.

The goals gave Hull the league lead with 18, one ahead of Quebec’s Olaf Kolzig.

The goals were the first for Hull in four games. In his previous two games he had totaled only four shots, but he had nine chances against Fuhr.

The Maple Leafs are in an 0-5-2 slump winless on the road, and are 0-10-1 for the season.

St. Louis 5, New Jersey 2
EAST RUTHERFORD, N.J. (AP)—Stefan Riche’s third goal of the game at 1:41 of overtime lifted the New Jersey Devils to a 6-5 victory over Washington on Wednesday night, halting the Capitals’ winning streak at four games.

The winning goal came after Alexei Kasatonov collected a rebound of a Richer shot and backhanded the puck back into the Washington goalmouth. Richer collected it there and slipped a backhand shot past a sprawled Don Beaupre.

The Devils appeared to be on their way to a 5-4 victory in regulation. But Peter Bondra scored his 12th goal in front of the Devils’ net with just 17 seconds to play to send the game into overtime.

Penguins 5, Flyers 2
PITTSBURGH — Kevin Stevens scored his 16th goal to extend his point-scoring streak to 18 games and Jaromir Jagr had a goal and two assists as the Pittsburgh Penguins beat the Philadelphia Flyers 5-2.

Stevens has the NHL’s longest active streak and also tied the career best he set from Oct. 25 to Nov. 14, 1990. He has 13 goals and 11 assists during his streak, longest by a Penguin this season.

The Penguins, 5-2-1 in their NHL career as the Winnipeg Jets, beat the New York Islanders 3-1.

Essensa, named the NHL’s player of the week last week, had the crowd chanting his name as he stood his ground several times to foil the Islanders.

Petri Skrko and Darrin Shannon also scored for the Jets, who climbed into second place in the Smythe Division with a record of 10-8-4. Dave McLlwain scored for the Islanders, who were playing their second game in two nights following a 7-4 win at Minnesota.

Sugar Bowl tickets will be on sale Thursday, Nov. 21 through Wednesday, Dec. 4. Tickets will be $40 apiece and each student may present four IDs. All tickets will be issued at Notre Dame upon payment.

The Notre Dame Ski Club still has three spots open for our Christmas Trip to Crested Butte, CO. Call now to reserve your spot for the best extreme skiing out west. Questions, call Woody at 277-7099.

The Fellowship of Christian Athletes will be going to a service at the Gardner Community Church tonight. Meet in the basement of Farley at 6:30 p.m. sharp. We will be back by 8:30.

For more info, call Mark Zola at 283-1586.

ND/SMC Sailing Team: The sweatshirts are in. If you are interested in buying one before break call Moira 284-5344. We will also be selling them at the meeting Monday, Dec. 2 in the basement of Farley.

Sugar Bowl tickets will be on sale Thursday, Nov. 21 through Wednesday, Dec. 4.

Tickets will be $40 apiece and each student may present four IDs. All tickets will be issued at Notre Dame upon payment.
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Pendleton grabs first MVP award

ATLANTA (AP) — Terry Pendleton of the Atlanta Braves was voted the National League's Most Valuable Player Award on Wednesday night, winning the award over Barry Bonds of the San Francisco Giants.

Pendleton, a 10-year veteran, was a surprise choice, having finished second in the MVP voting last season. He was also a finalist for the award in 1990.

The 31-year-old Pendleton hit .294 with 32 home runs and 116 RBIs. His average was .025 points above .290. Bonds won the MVP Award in 1990.

Pendleton said he was surprised to win the award, but added that he had been working hard all season. "I really wanted this," he said. "I've been working hard all season and I think I deserve it."}

The award was the first for Pendleton, who has played for the Braves since being selected in the first round of the 1981 draft.

"I'm very happy for Terry Pendleton," said Braves manager Bobby Cox. "He's been working hard all season and he deserves the award."
CROSSWORD

ACROSS
29 Accelerates
30 Publishing firm
31 Turk's beak
32 Bluffed
33 Speech
34 Crops
35 Like tender meat
36 Swiftly
37 - Endure
38 - Endure
39 - Endure
40 Shovel soldier
41 Little or lady
42 Irish port
43 Do wet work
44 Red dye
45 Father de
46 Turkish inn
47 Punishing by fine
48 Kittles or Guidry
49 Finnish port
50 Do wet work
51 Show boredom
52 Raison d'
53 Atlantic alliance
54 Nautical man
55 Most counterfeit
56 Nautical man
57 Fit for the table
58 Make lace

DOWN
1 Road surfacing material
2 Pie
3 Green pesto
4 Keats' forte
5 Just misses a basket
6 Blurred vision
7 Telephone again
Detto named MVP as Keenan all-star team

By GEORGE DOHRMANN
Sports Writer

Post-season awards were announced yesterday for the Lehigh division of men's inter­
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Sports

Digger returns with something special for captive crowd

By ANTHONY KING
Assistant Sports Editor

An inspired and humorous Digger Phelps spoke last evening about life, community

The Observer/John Rock

Former Notre Dame head basketball coach Richard "Digger" Phelps speaks to students at Montrissey Manor.

Digger Phelps. He told of LaPonzo Ellis's home of East St. Louis,
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Langenfeld and Detto were among three players Keenan placed on both the offensive

Alumni wide receiver Willie Alvarado.

Langenfeld back Lamar Guillory, a

Freelance a lot and make some

Peter's "If I go to Purdue I'd play football,

Leahy division of men's inter­

Digger Phelps. "These kids (there) don't have a

Peters made
to the first team on offense.

Peters was voted as a second-team All-MCC performer.
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Freshman Christy Peters, the MCC Newcomer of the Year, spikes in a regular-season match against Purdue.

Peter's "If I go to Purdue I'd play football,

Dave Detto, a running back and linebacker, was named the

F irst-year Irish coach Debbie

when asked about her role on

Peters makes

to the first team on offense.

players. Phelps had a great defense, and because of that I was able to

F reshm an Christy Peters, the MCC Newcomer of the Year, speaks in a regular-season match against Purdue.

When asked about her role on

Peters prefers to credit her

do n't give the
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Peters. "I was easy to get better.

Brown obviously disagrees with Peters, adding that her versatility has played a key role in the Irish this season.

"She does a lot of things really well," noted Brown. "She's a good hitter, passer, and she plays great defense. Her skills are really sound."

Notre Dame will need those skills in the remaining four games, as they have to win them all to gain a bid in the NCAA Tournament. But right now, Peters is just concentrating on having fun playing volleyball.

"The atmosphere has been great and we have a lot of fun," said Peters. "We all love to play together."

As for her future at Notre Dame, Peters has simple goals. "To keep playing for four years and keep on improving," she said.

While she admits playing volleyball after her career at Notre Dame "would be really nice," Peters just hopes that she will be continued success to the rising Irish women's volleyball program.

"As long as I keep improving," said Peters, "the whole team will do better."

Even though thinking of the team first is commonplace for Peters, the freshman has a chance to one day do something for herself: earn All-American honors.

Coach of the Year honors went to Zahm coach Kevin Casey. Casey was instrumental in Zahm's success this year, leading his squad to the inter­ 

Zahm and Stanford both placed four players on the first team. Zahm receiver Peter Court was the lone freshman on the first team.

Cavanaugh safety Dustin Klingler and Alumni quarter­ 

"Phonz had trouble breathing when we lost our game," explained Phelps. "I thought he had asthma."

The second part of Phelps' speech dealt with college athlete

They need and handled by the institution's financial aid department.

\[\text{"We're living in the dark..."}\]
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Dave Detto was one of eight Keenan players to be selected to the first-team All-American defense, and was also one of six Knights to be elected to the first team for their offensive accomplishments.

"On offense I would get five

yards a carry. Thanks to our of­

10ensive line," said Detto. "We

had a great defense, and that's a great characteristic

Brown liked Peters' modest attitude, even if it contradicts her great talents.

"She'd much rather talk about the success of the team, and that's a great characteristic to have," said Brown.

Peters has easily made the transition from being a high school all-star to a collegiate success, possibly even better than she expected. "I was surprised I even had a chance to start," stated Peters.

The team has rebounded from last year's 9-27 season with a 19-7 record, a MCC championship, and a potential bid to the NCAA Tournament. Of course, Peters doesn't think her emergence has anything to do with the team's improvement.

"Our coach is really good. She's helped everyone with their game this year," said Peters.

"It was easy to get better.
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"That was tough to do," said Casey. "I got a lot of cooperation from the team to get done what we needed."

Zahm and Stanford both placed four players on the first team. Zahm receiver Peter Court was the lone freshman on the first team.
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